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Cloud-native Security Maturity:
Using Security to Drive Software
Development Efficiency
As organizations increasingly move workloads and
applications to the cloud, security program maturity
reduces risk while speeding development cycles and
supporting improved application functionality.

The Move to the Cloud
Organizations are growing their cloud footprint and extensively building and deploying cloud-native
applications in production.
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83%

of organizations surveyed are pushing several internally
developed cloud-native applications to production.
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Reduce Risk with Enhanced Security Strategies
More advanced organizations report better security outcomes, reducing their risk and speeding up
their time to remediate security issues.
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Ability to inventory human
and non-human identities
and permissions
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Ability to respond to
vulnerabilities faster to
reduce exposure
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75% of advanced
organizations
are conducting vulnerability
scans at each stage of the software
development lifecycle.
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Advanced organizations encountered
fewer security incidents.

Less advanced
organizations suffered
31% more security incidents.

23%

I believe my company is in a very strong position

Advanced organizations
are 1.8x more likely
to rate their development
organizations as excellent for speed of
incident response and resolution.

Increase Developer Efficiency and Drive Business Innovation
Cloud-native security maturity contributes to increased efficiency across the SDLC, increasing business
revenue and giving organizations a competitive edge. Stage 4 organizations are:

Nearly 2x more likely

2.1x more likely

to say their dev team’s speed
of delivery was excellent.

to say the functionality of their code was excellent
compared to Stage 1, lagging organizations.

2.6x more likely

1.9x more likely

to push new code to production
environments multiple times a day.

to say the reliability of their code
is excellent.

4.3x more likely
to be very confident that their development team will be able to ship
secure code at the pace required over the next 12 months

The Bigger Truth
ESG research demonstrates how an advanced security program drives efficiencies that enhance the
benefits of adopting cloud-native software development. By implementing an effective cloud security
platform integrated with software development workflows, organizations can reduce security risk
while enabling greater productivity and innovation, helping them achieve better revenue results
and gain a competitive advantage.
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